Safety, Health
and Environmental Policy
EDF Luminus, producer and supplier of electricity and gas, has a policy in which both
caring for the environment as well as a concern for the safety and health of its
employees, contractors and neighbours are integrated.
To reduce continuously the environmental impact of our activities and increase continuously overall safety, the management system is permanently developed and continuous improvement is pursued.
To translate our commitment of continuous improvement into reality, annual objectives
are set. These objectives are communicated and we check if the achieved results meet
the objectives.
The management is committed to put this policy into practice and is ultimately
responsible.

The following principles are central and must always be respected:
•
•
•
•

All accidents can be avoided.
Only safe work is good work.
In case of doubt, safety has always priority.
Orderliness and cleanliness are an essential
part of good and safe working conditions.
• The risks associated with our activities are
systematically analyzed and evaluated.
The necessary actions are taken to reduce
detected risks.
• Incidents must always be reported immediately and investigated. If necessary, actions
must be taken to avoid similar incidents.
• Compliance with the legal obligations is
a minimum.

• Where possible or necessary, we make maximum use of the current state of the art.
• Procedures and instructions must always be
respected. Therefore they must be available,
known and understood by everyone.
• It is essential to inform, educate and raise
awareness of all concerned.
• Own employees and contractor employees
have the same rights and obligations in the
domain of health, safety and environment.
• Every employee is responsible for his own
safety and the safety of everyone else in his
environment.

All employees of EDF Luminus must be committed
to comply with these 12 principles
while performing their tasks.
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